
Agiline is a software development company based in Southern California. 
We are a full service consulting, design, and solution company geared 
toward business outcome. Our experienced team of consultants and 
developers are here to facilitate every aspect of your custom software 
solution. Agiline prides itself on being a full service business vertical 
application solution company. From the simple data portability of 
legacy systems, stand-alone application design, or complex enterprise-
based solutions, Agiline provides reliable, quality, customized software 
application development and implementation. Agiline is here to meet 
your specific business needs with affordable software solutions. 

Our team of highly experienced software engineers take pride in 
every aspect of your project. Whether it is from solution consulting to 
fully customizable vertical applications. We pride ourselves on taking 
accountability for ensuring quality and providing our customers with 
service that is beyond expectation. 

Agiline is a Microsoft Gold Partner, partnering with many government 
organizations and businesses seeking optimization through the 
innovative application of technology.

Our guiding principles are customer satisfaction with a strong focus on 
providing cost effective, reliable, and innovative technology to solve our 
customers’ business challenges.
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WHY AGILINE?

•	 The “Right Size”

Yes, size does matter. We are large enough to provide 
stability and a full range of resources, yet small 
enough to be flexible and responsive to your needs. 
It’s a rare combination to get – the right mix of big 
and small! This helps our clients to reap the benefit of 
staying on budget and enjoy the comfort of complete 
customization, as per their specific requirements.

•	 Integrated Strategy, Design and 
Development

The decade long experience in the software 
development domain has made us better year after 
year. The wisdom gathered while delivering a variety 
of development projects over the years guides us to 
offer you scalable software solutions that are extremely 
reliable with the highest quality and predictability. The 
integrated strategies that we follow are practical, our 
applications are efficient and user-friendly, and our 
technical solutions are flexible and easy to maintain.

•	 Qualified Expertise

Expertise for us does not just mean technical 
expertise. With technical expertise at the core, 
we also pay due attention to project and risk 
management. This is the differentiator that has set 
us apart and fortified our reputation year after year. 
Our team includes senior, experienced program 

managers, designers, information architects, 
developers, and engineers, who effectively  
addresses every aspect of software development, 
providing complete peace of mind to the clients.

•	 Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance rules the game at Agiline, be it 
during the development, release, or deployment 
process. Ensuring optimum quality has always 
been our way of life at Agiline. Our quality control 
system ensures that the clients’ requirements 
are precisely met and the project remains 
within defined time frame and budget. This has 
cemented our  credibility among our clientele and 
the industry.

•	 Comprehensive Solution and Long 
Term Partnership

Our solutions are comprehensive. We follow the 
complete software development life cycle from 
business analysis to quality assurance and from 
deployment to post-launch maintenance. We 
own the complete responsibility of the process 
and provide the clients with complete solutions. 
We believe in long term relationships, hence, we 
not only help develop and deploy software and 
solutions, but also are available to support the 
applications we develop. Our customer support 
packages ensure that your application will always 
be improved and supported.


